
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – a World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty. 

 

Round 17 – Championship 2 

 

1. A western example of these places in this country contains the Tarcoles River Crocodile Bridge. The most 
concentrated region of these places is found in this country’s northwest, which contain the marshes of Tempisque 
(tem-PEES-kay) and a pilgrimage site centering on a ghost-healer who was flung into a lava pit. Another of these 
entities in this country’s region of Guanacaste contains the La Casona Battlefield north of the Gulf of Papagayo (pa-pa-GA-
yo). The southern half of the Osa Peninsula, along with the Piedras Blancas example, contains an important jaguar migration 
corridor centered in Corcovado, which is known for its Jurassic rain forests. The falls of the Río Celeste are located in one 
named for Tenorio, and mountains called Arenal and Irazu are the centers of volcanic ones. Tortuguero is a Caribbean 
example which appropriately shelters sea turtles. FTP, name these protected areas of this country, the largest of which, La 
Amistad, protects the Sierra de Talamanca, and is shared with neighboring Panama. 

Answer: National Parks of Costa Rica 

2. The extinct Arin and dying Yugh and Ket tongues spoken in this river’s upper valley define a namesake language 
family determined to be related to the Na Dene (na-de-NAY) family of North America by Edward Vajda (VAY-da). 
One source of this river is derived from a high basin known as the Darhadin Bowl, while the other rises in the Sayan Range. 
Nickel and palladium are shipped from the rail terminal of Dudinka on this river. This river supports the Tuvan capital city of 
Kyzyl as well as Abakan, the seat of the Khakass Autonomous Republic, and the most important economic center on it is 
Krasnoyarsk, which lies upstream of its confluence with the Angara. FTP, name this river which drains the Central Siberian 
Plateau and absorbs the two branches of the Tunguska on its way to the Kara Sea, the sixth longest river in the world. 

Answer: Yenisey River (or Khem River, if given before “namesake”) 

3. The Hinder and Vorder Prufatscheng (PRU-fa-cheng) form the backdrop landscape of this city looking east. A 
modern art museum in this capital is a black concrete and basalt cube in its pedestrian Stadtle District; the other side 
of that district includes its St. Florin Cathedral. Mitteldorf is this city’s old town and home to the Rote Haus. The larger 
town of Schaan lies north of this city. Peter Kaiser Platz is the home of a wooden triangular prism made up of the Long 
House, the High House and the Joining House at the center of this city which now serves as its nation’s parliament. A castle 
that overlooks this city was constructed by the Werdenburg-Sargens (VER-den-burg-SAR-gens) family and owned by a 
prince which also administers the lordship of Schellenberg. The internet has greatly decreased demand for a key export of 
this city that is the centerpiece of its Postmuseum. FTP, name this stamp producing capital of Liechtenstein. 

Answer: Vaduz 

4. Much of the conservational research performed on this island has occured on its Harberton Ranch, while its main 
cultural museum is housed in a former Croatian immigrant’s home, the Casa Beben Antigua. The Les Èclaireurs (le-
se-KLA-rurs) Lighthouse serves a body of water to the south of this island. Lago Fagnano is the eastern end of a 
valley that splits this island and that is flooded in the west by Almarantazgo (al-ma-ra-TAZ-go) Bay. Its west coast is 
covered by the Karukinka Reserve and the tangled fjordlands of Alberto de Agostini National Park, but were once 
inhabited by the Chonkoyuka (chon-ko-YU-ka) People who were based at Useless Bay until their removal to Dawson Island 
off its northern coast sparked the Selk’nam Genocide. The Martial Glacier hangs above the main settlement on this island 
whose highest point is Cornú Peak. The Isla Martillo (mar-TEE-yo) penguin colony is located off the coast of this island 
whose lenga-bedecked namesake national park is served by the Train at the End of the World and lies on the Beagle Channel. 
FTP, identify this island named for the bonfires of the Tehuelche (te-WEL-che) people which is split between Chile and 
Argentina, containing the notable southern urbanity of Ushuaia. 

Answer: Tierra del Fuego 

5. The Riafa Hills are the northern escarpment of this city, and their heights include the Jebel Tghat and the Jebel 
Zalagh. The Sidi Brahim and Doukarrat are this city’s industrial quarters. A berry known as the kızılcık is native to 



the hills around this city, which is used in enterprises run at Ain Azliten and Sidi Moussa, which also produce this 
city’s Adarga shields. The Agdal is the center of this city’s New district. This city’s Ben Danan Synagogue serves its 
community of Megorashim (me-go-ra-SHEEM), who dwell in its mellah district. The tombs of the Borj Nord provide a view 
over the eastern half of this city, which may be entered via its Blue Gate. This city’s Kairaouine (kai-ru-WI-nay) Mosque is 
the world’s oldest university and is found in its El Bali district. Its Dar El-Makhzen Palace, which was built by the Merenid 
Dynasty is found in its El Jdid section. FTP, name this double walled former capital of Morocco famous for its truncated 
conical headgear. 

Answer: Fez 

6. This river was known as the Var to the Huns, and to the Tatars, the Uzeu. This river flows out of the Akseninsky 
Mokh (AK-sen-in-sky MOH), and becomes navigable below Dorogobuzh (DO-ro-go-buzh). This river passes over 
limestone to create its first rapids above Orsha, and splits into several channels between sandbanks and islets above 
Zhlobin. The Volyn-Podilsk Uplands follow this river’s middle course, which includes its merger with the Ps’ol and Vorskla, 
and a city that is home to Alfred Nobel University near this river’s confluence with the Samara. This river’s island of 
Khortytsa (hor-TEE-tsa) was the seat of a population that was governed from Alexandria, which they referred to as 
Zaporizhzhya (za-po-RIZH-ya). This river flows past the St. Sophia Cathedral, and meets the sea after flowing through 
Kherson. FTP, name this river which is connected to the Bug River by a namesake canal and flows through Kiev, the 
principle navigable river of the Ukraine. 

Answer: Dnieper River 

7. Trails beginning in this city’s Skunk Canyon Park lead to Kohler Mesa, and its best known park is a trailhead for the 
Royal Arch. The Valmont Reservoir lies east of this city, and another reservoir lies at the end of the Baseline Creek, 
which marks the 40th Parallel. Chautauqua Park and Eldorado Canyon are located to the west of this city whose 
backdrop is a tilted portion of the Fountain Formation known as the Flatirons. The Space Science Institute, the Joint 
Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics and the National Solar Observatory are part of a university based in this city which also 
runs the Fisk Planetarium, and an office of the National Center for Atmospheric Research in this city was designed by I.M. 
Pei. The Indian Peaks Wilderness lies to the west of this city’s Flagstaff Mountain and hosts its main water source, the 
Arapahoe Glacier. FTP, name this city on the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains, the home of the University of Colorado. 

Answer: Boulder, Colorado 

8. A river that empties into this body of water flows over Manchewe Falls as it exits the Viphya (VIF-ya) Plateau, and 
hides a cave once used by escaped slaves. Mwala wa Mphini (MWA-la-wa m-FI-ni) is a grooved rock that is part of a 
national park on this lake’s Cape Maclear. The wreckage of the Hermann von Wissman can be found at Sphinx Haven on 
this body of water. The Ruhuru is the longest river emptying into this body of water. An effort to end slavery is 
commemorated by a tree at this body of water’s port of Nkhotakhota (n-ko-ta-KO-ta) named for David Livingston. Anglican 
Missionaries built St. Peter’s Cathedral on Likoma Island in this body of water, and like Likoma, its Chizumulu (chi-zu-MU-
lu) Island is in the territorial waters of its eastern nation but belongs to the one on its west. A southern extension of this lake 
is Lake Malombe, which like this lake is drained by the Shire River. FTP, name this southernmost of Africa’s rift valley lakes 
that shares its name with a country. 

Answer: Lake Nyasa or Lake Malawi 

9. A tomb located within this structure belongs to a lieutenant governor who died in a cholera epidemic while sheltering 
from a rebellion, and is often criticized for its poor choice of location. A predecessor of that man, John Colvin, lied 
about a gate that he brought to this location from Ghazni, claiming it was the one carried off by Mahmud from 
Somnath. The Machi Bhavan was a treasury of gems at this location that may have been connected to a Golden Chain 
of Justice. This structure also contains an octagonal tower called the Musaman Burj, and the gleaming white marble Moti 
Masjid, or Pearl Mosque. The Diwan-i-Khas, one of the principal audience halls in this edifice, once contained the Peacock 
Throne, before it was taken to a similarly named structure in Delhi. FTP, name this sandstone structure that encloses the 
imperial city of the Mughal emperors, located in a city that also contains the Taj Mahal. 

Answer: Red Fort of Agra or Lal Qila of Agra (but Agra must be mentioned to distinguish from the Red Fort in Delhi). 

10. The first culture inhabiting the lands around this city takes its name from an island meaning “mother of fire” found 
within it, which is known for its segmented circular stone tombs. A legend concerning the founding of this city is 
another one of those legends involving a hunter tracking prey to a spring, in this case Shakbut’s tracking of a gazelle 
to a brackish island marsh and then founding the fortress Qasr al-Hosn, which replaced the Liwa Oasis as his father’s 
seat of power. Part of this city lies on Reem Island, and another of its islands hosts its nation’s Mangrove National Park. 



Those islands are found across the Khor al-Maqta from the mainland. Leonardo da Vinci’s Salvator Mundi was lost in 
transfer to a museum on Saadiyat Island to the north of this city, where a branch of the Louvre opened in 2017. Its main 
island contains the leaning tower of the Capital Gate, the Burj Muhammad bin Rashid skyscraper, and the marble-domed 
Sheikh Zayed mosque, and is organized around al-Itihad square. FTP, name this capital and namesake of the largest of the 
emirates that make up the United Arab Emirates. 

Answer: Abu Dhabi 

11. The Tiruray people of this island follow a belief system merging this island’s two dominant religions. This island’s 
first known people were a part of its Subanon Culture. The Magahat and Bagobo peoples dwell on its main river, 
whose source is at a lake where the 72,000-line Darangen Epic is recited at weddings. That river is the Agusan, and that 
source is at this island’s Lake Lanao. Another lake, Lake Sebu, is home to a tribe that supposedly had no word for war, and 
live on its Cotabato Peninsula. The northern Surigao and western Zamboanga (zam-BWAN-ga) Peninsulas define this 
island’s odd shape. An autonomous area in this island’s southwest is home to the aforementioned Tasaday tribe as well as 
many of its nation’s Moro peoples. Much of the northern population of this island lives at Cagayan de Oro, whereas the 
current president of its country hails from its southern city of Davao. FTP, name this southernmost Philippine Island. 

Answer: Mindanao 

12. A steel and glass tree sculpture of Arata Isozaki on this hill stands in front of its Casaramona (ka-sa-ra-MO-na) 
Factory, a former police station that now houses is main modern art museum La Caixa (la-KAI-sha), while its Laribal 
Gardens were inspired by the terraces of the Alhambra. This park marks the southern end of the longitude chosen to 
calculate the prototype meter. A cemetery on this hill contains a mass grave including anarchists accused of bombing its 
city’s Corpus Cristi procession, the Fossar de Pedrera. An Ethnographic Museum in this place contains papier-mache gegants 
used in its city’s correfocs festivals. Another art museum in this location contains frescoes from Santa Maria and San Climent 
de Taull as well as Salvador Dali’s Portrait of my Father. The grave of Joan Miro is on this hillside that overlooks the Port-
Vell from the west. FTP, name this large park also containing the 1992 Olympic Stadium on a hillside in Barcelona. 

Answer: Montjuic 

13. Systems of interconnected dolines form this region’s Queen of Spain’s Valley and the Vale of Clarendon. Individual 
examples of its namesake landforms include the Great Windsor and the Marta Tick. The Black Billed Amazon is 
mostly found in this region, its nation’s largest remaining rain forest. The Don Figuerero Range strikes south from 
this region, and it merges into the Dry Harbor Mountains northwest of Mt. Denham. The Barbecue Bottom Road is the 
only route across this landscape centered in Trelawney Parish, which is drained by the Great, Black, and Martha Brae Rivers. 
The southwestern portion of this region, now known as Aberdeen, is called by its inhabitants “The land of look-behind,” and 
contains settlements like Cudjoe’s Town and Accompong (a-kom-PONG), which are populated by descendants of its island’s 
Maroon and Arawak populations. FTP, name this limestone plateau known for its many sinkholes located southeast of 
Montego Bay in western Jamaica. 

Answer: Cockpit Country 

14. This mountain’s orogenesis began in the Codola Event. A type of wine known as the Lagrima Christi originates on 
this mountain. A north route to its summit begins at the Casamale (ka-sa-MA-lay) district on its north side. The 
Lattari Mountains once stopped the progress of a mass wasting event originating on this mountain. This mountain is 
tectonically related to Epomeo on Ischia and the caldera of the Solfatara (sol-FA-ta-ra) to its northwest. The Mercato Event 
was this mountain’s most severe eruption. The upper topography of this mountain is defined by the satellite Monte Somma, 
whose southern saddle is the Valley of the Giant, though a painting in the House of the Centenary shows only one peak. 
Oplontis and Stabiae were severely damaged by an eruption of this mountain associated with the fires of the Phlegraean (fle-
GRAE-an) Plain. FTP, name this famous volcano on the Plain of Campania over the Bay of Naples which buried 
Herculaneum (her-ku-LAE-ni-um) and Pompeii. 

Answer: Mount Vesuvius 

15. This region’s climate is characterized by the Jemial (HE-mi-al), a dry season that separates its Jayapu (ha-YA-poo) 
and Iwa rainy seasons. Those seasons were named by its indigenous Wayuu people. The Cerro Palouo and Cerro 
Jibome make up the cloud forest of the Serranía de Macuira (se-ra-NI-ya de ma-KWI-ra), which sits at its center. A 
fossilized snake which was larger than the Gigantophis (gi-gan-TO-fis) has been recovered from the Cerrejón (se-re-HON) 
Coal Mine in this region. Bisected by the Rancheria River, this salt-mining region east of Manaure Bay extends to the 
Calabozo Enseñada. This region contains the Cape of Sails, and its northernmost point is Punta Gallinas (PUN-ta ga-YIN-as), 
a continental extreme. Resulting from the rain shadow of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, FTP, name this xeric landscape, 



a microclimatic desert located in the northwest of the state of Zulia as well as in the namesake department of Colombia on its 
northernmost peninsula. 

Answer: La Guajira Desert (or Woumainkat Wajiira) 

16. A pool known as the Monastic Pond is all that remains of a moat around this structure that was once accessed via the 
tower Jomfrutarnet (YOM-fru-tar-net) A battle over this complex of buildings is central to the novel In the 
Wilderness. A highway that is partly named Frognerstranda (FROG-ner-stran-da) passes beneath this structure, which 
contains a dungeon called “The Slavery.” Accessed over a drawbridge from the southern end of Kirkegata (KIR-ke-ga-ta), 
the Fridjof (FREED-yof) Nansen Plaza in Radhuset is immediately north of this complex. Its Slott was built to replace 
Tonsberg during a rebellion of the Earl of Sarpsborg, and also saw the executions of Siegfried Fehmer and Vidkun Quisling. 
FTP, name this royal castle built by Haakon V that guards the east side of the harbor of Oslo. 

Answer: Akershus Festning 

17. An island cape at the southern edge of this body of water known as the Panagia of the Currents claimed the ship 
Heraklion in 1966 with egregious loss of life. Another island in this body of water celebrates the Armata Festival 
commemorating a battle won by a ship built by a female admiral whose middle name is Albanian for “thunder,” 
Laskarina Pinotsi. In addition to Falkonera and Spetses, it contains the site of the world’s oldest shipwreck on Dokos and 
the wind farms of the large but uninhabited Agios Georgios. The churches of Myrtidiotissa (mir-ti-dio-TI-sa) and Panagia 
Chrysafitissa (pa-NA-gia kri-sa-fi-TI-sa) overlook this body of water at the rock of Monemvasia (mo-nem-va-SI-a). The 
Palamidi Fortress protects one arm of this sea which according to Strabo terminated at the Sunium Promontory in the north. 
That arm is the aforementioned Argolic Gulf, which is found south of the Saronic Islands. FTP, name this southwestern 
extension of the Aegean Sea named for a son of Hermes who was thrown into it by Pelops, which separates the Cyclades 
from the Peloponnese. 

Answer: Myrtoan Sea (prompt on “Aegean” until mentioned) 

18. A desert-dwelling branch of this ethnicity cohabit economically with the Ngambwe and Himba. The Kafue Flats and 
the Swamps of Lukanga are home to a southern branch of this people who are more prone to exogamy. The Nsua, the 
northeasternmost population of this people occupying the Echuya Reserve, were believed to have migrated from the 
valley of the Ituri. This people group have suffered due to a ban on Nyakatsi roofing, and have been evicted from their 
Nyungwe and Gishwati (gish-WA-ti) forests. The Mongo branch dwell around Lake Tumba, while a related group lives on 
the central course of the Kasai. These people have been targeted for cannibalism by a North Kivu death squad known as The 
Erasers who are clearing the land for mineral exploration. FTP, name these autochthonous survivors of the Bantu migration, 
the most widespread group of the original hunter-gatherer inhabitants of the Congo Basin rainforests who were commonly 
enslaved due to their stature. 

Answer: BaTwa People (or Cwa) (if someone answers “Pygmy,” prompt and educate them that there are several ethnic groups among 
the original forest dwellers. I am being generous). 

19. The direct western ascent of this peak is known as the Ruta Loma Fina, while the northeastern Spanish route ascends 
from Col Chopicalqui (kol cho-pi-CAL-key) and crosses the Matara Glacier. An ecosystem on this mountain is 
threatened by overgrazing in its Callejon de Huaylas Valley. Spectacled bears and a 50-foot flower called Puya de 
Raymondi are part of that ecosystem which extends to the low meadows of Cebollapampa (se-bo-ya-PAM-pa) near and the 
eastern lake Llanganuco (yan-ga-NOO-ko). A saddle called “Garganta” lies between this peak’s north and south summits. 
The Santa, Pativilca and Maranon rivers receive a combined forty-one tributaries from this mountain. An ice wall called El 
Escudo, or the Shield on the south side of this mountain is fracturing, and an1970 avalanche caused by the Ancash 
earthquake buried most of the towns of Ranrahica (ran-rai-ka) and Yungay. FTP, name this mountain in the Cordillera 
Blanca, the twin-peaked highest mountain in Peru. 

Answer: Nevado Huascarán or Mataraju 

20. A church in this city was reportedly saved from attacking dervishes by a swarm of bees. It also contains a mausoleum 
dedicated to the horse Zobel at a bathhouse filled for this city’s celebration of Timkat. This city’s first pool by the 
Lesser Angereb River was inhabited by a hermit who persuaded an emperor to relocate from nearby Gorgora. This city 
contains an ivory library which was plastered over by an occupying force. That force was evicted from this city in a bombing 
that damaged a saddle-shaped palace. Another palace in this city was built by an Indian architect and fuses Portuguese Jesuit 
baroque design with its country’s Axumite architecture. Its Muslims dwell in the Addis Alem, while Wolleka is a former 
Falasha village northwest of this city. FTP, name this city containing the Debre Berhan Selassie Church and the palaces of 
Johannes and Fasilidas, Ethiopia’s capital from the 16th to the 19th century. 



Answer: Gondar 

21. A legend concerning the origin of this body of water states that a barber who survived a massacre shouted a secret 
down a well that the king of Ossur possessed donkey ears, causing the well to flood out in revenge. A golden eagle is 
used to hunt animals during the Salburuun (sal-bu-ROON) Festival which takes place on its shores. The red sandstone 
of its southern shore contains the Ak-Sai petroglyphs, the Seven Bulls formation and the ventifact-stoked Skazka Gorge, 
which are part of this lake’s Jeti Oguz Valley. A torpedo testing facility exists on its Karabulan (ka-RA-bu-lan) Peninsula. 
This lake is classified as endorheic, but underground channels drain its depths to the Chu River. This lake, which is fed by the 
Tyup and Djyrgalan (JUR-ga-lan) Rivers, is near the town of Karakol and is surrounded by the Teskey Alatau and Kungey 
Alatau Mountains. FTP, name this second largest saline lake in the world, a large highland lake in Kyrgyzstan. 

Answer: Lake Issyk-Kul 

22. This region’s wealth in gold is exemplified by the etymology of the most common silver-gold telluride mineral, and is 
also the type locality for another gold mineral from the Nagyag Mine in its district of Săcărâmb (sa-ka-RIM). This 
region’s Târnave Plateau is noted for its fortified churches of Viscri and Biertan, which were built by a minority which 
refers to this region as “Seven Castles.” One of those castles was the Teutonic Râşnov (RASH-nov) Fortress near a city 
known for its Black Church. The Bucegi (BOO-tsezh) Plateau and the Făgăras (fa-GA-ras) Mountains are on this region’s 
southern border. A former capital located in this place, Alba Iulia, was built from bricks from the ruined site of 
Sarmizegetusa (sar-mi-zay-ge-TOO-za). This region’s industry is concentrated in its largest city, Cluj-Napoca (KLUJ na-PO-
ka). FTP, name this land between the Apuseni and Carpathian Mountains containing the cities of Sibiu, Braşov (BRASH-ov) 
as well as Sighişoara (si-ghi-SHWA-ra), the birthplace of Vlad Ţepeş, the region of Romania found northwest of Wallachia. 

Answer: Transylvania or Ardeal or Siebenburgen before “Seven Castles” 

23. This city’s Jolfa district is home to a cathedral containing the grave of Sir George Malcolm which combines a semi-
octagonal apse and raised chancel with the domed pendentive style of its host nation. That Vank Cathedral anchors its 
Armenian population, while this city’s Jewish quarter was founded on the site of the earlier town of Gadai and dates 
from the reign of Queen Shushandukht. The Avenue of the Four Gardens passes over the Allahverdi Khan Bridge on this 
city’s south approaches. The Garden of the 40 Columns is visible through the Ali Qapu Arch in this city, across from which 
the lazulite dome of the Sheikh Loftolleh Mosque appears. The focal point of this city is the long courtyard of the Nagsh-e 
Jahan (NAKSH-e ja-HAN) Square, which was built by a king whose name once graced the Imam Mosque as the Abbasi 
Mosque. West of this city the Zayandeh River passes through a canyon into the Zagros Mountains. FTP, name this hometown 
of Omar Khayyam, a former Safavid Persian capital city in central Iran and Iran’s third largest city. 

Answer: Isfahan 

24. Of the diverse population of this range, Hamtai and Koiali are spoken over the widest area. The Kumusi River divides 
this range’s main plateau regions into the Ajura Kijala (a-JU-ra ki-JA-la) and the Hydrographer’s Range. The 
Louisiade Archipelago is an offshore extension of these mountains whose only road begins at Wau and is known as the 
Bulldog Track. The Kemp Welch and Mambare Rivers originate in these mountains. A trail to Jaure known as the Kapa Kapa 
trail was blazed through these mountains by a dysentery ravaged military unit called the Ghost Batallion. The Wharton Range 
is the traditional western limit of this range, though Mt. Albert Edward is sometimes grouped within it. Japanese troops were 
defeated on the Kokoda Trail in these mountains, saving the city of Port Moresby. FTP, name this range on the Papuan 
Peninsula that includes Mt. Victoria and forms the backbone of the nation of Papua New Guinea. 

Answer: Owen Stanley Range 

25. An ancient name for this city, Arimaddanapura (a-ri-ma-da-na-PU-ra), means “city which tramples on enemies.” The 
Tharabar Gate is the last remaining structure of a palace that once existed in this city. Many of this city’s features are 
guarded by half-lion, half-dragon idols known as chinthe. Like many of the other ancient cities of Pyu, this center of 
abhidhamma (a-bi-DA-ma) studies promoted both Theravada Buddhism and Hinduism, leading to buildings such as the 
Sulamani and Ananda Pahto. Most of this city’s protected features are located on the southwest end of Anawratha Road, 
including the the Nathlaung Kyaung, located to the north of its Shwesandaw Temple and west of its golden Shwezigon Stupa, 
which is one of over 2,000 remaining since its Myinsaing Period ended this city’s golden age. FTP, name this city of a 
thousand pagodas, a UNESCO world heritage site in Myanmar. 

Answer: Pagan or Bagan 

26. A valley in these mountains contains a solar and wind farm at Lake Fryxell that takes advantage of its katabatic 
winds. A subrange of these mountains once connected the Pampean Ventana Mountains, the Hunter-Bowen Orogen 
and the Cape Fold and Thrust Belt. That range, which extends from the Pecora Escarpment to the Argentina Range, 



is the Pensacola Mountains. The Beacon Supergroup exposed in its Horlick, Prince Charles, and Queen Alexandra Ranges 
host vast coal deposits. The Leverett Glacier climbs the Watson Escarpment in this range as part of a route planned through 
these mountains. This mountain range stretches from the Bailey Ice Stream to Lillie Glacier and its Prince Albert subrange 
contains the great majority of its continent’s dry valleys. FTP, name this mountain range, home to the Scott Glacier, that 
divides Greater and Lesser Antarctica and climaxes at Mt. Kirkpatrick. 

Answer: Transantarctic Mountains (accept Prince Albert Range before “Ventana Mountains”) 

27. The Yinshitan Forest is located on a debris flow on this peninsula which was sacred to the Xinle Culture, and is one of 
its principle green spaces, though it is primarily known for industry such as that of the Huayuankou District, which 
forms the southeasternmost point of its province’s “Five Points, One Line” initiative. The Qian Mountains form the 
backbone of this peninsula, which is an extension of the Changbai Range, whose city of Wafangdian controls greater than 
50% of its nation’s diamonds. The Changshan Archipelago is found to its southeast, and the islands of Xhangzhi and 
Xizhong are found to the north of Jinzhou Bay off its west coast. The battles of Yingkou and Lushun were fought on this 
subject of the Treaty of Shimonoseki, which is named for a river which flows into a namesake gulf to its northwest, and it 
hosts a city that contains the former Port Arthur. FTP, name this peninsula that separates the Bo Hai Sea from the Bay of 
Korea at the end of which is found the city of Dalian. 

Answer: Liaodong Peninsula 

28. The Barmah Forest reserve is nourished by this river’s interaction with the Cadell Fault, which also created its 
abandoned channel, the Green Gully. The Hindmarsh is an important wetland on the lower course of this river, which 
in its final course receives drainage from a lagoon called the Coorong. Its highest reservoir is created following its 
confluence with the Mitta Mitta, after which it is restricted by Hume Dam. This river’s source is a snow-clad knob known as 
The Pilot. It receives the Loddon at Swan Hill and the Campaspe at Echuca. An irrigation works built at Mildura ended its 
navigational role for its country. This river’s salinity fluctuates dramatically below Alexandrina Lake. This river empties into 
Encounter Bay on the Southern Ocean after providing water to the city of Adelaide. FTP, name this river that forms the 
border of Victoria and New South Wales, and that, with the Darling, forms Australia’s longest river system. 

Answer: Murray River 

29. Omagua and Cocama-Cocamilla (ko-KA-ma-ko-ka-MI-ya) are languages spoken on the middle course of this river. In 
the land of the Ticunha (ti-KUN-ya) on this river, the Amacayacu (a-ma-ka-YA-ku) National Park protects the 
world’s smallest primate, the lion marmoset, and the giant Victoria Regia lotus. The largest reservoir in its basin is 
the Represa da Balbina, which is connected to it via the Uatumã (wa-TOO-ma). Carrahusanta (ka-rau-SAN-ta) and 
Apacheta Creeks join to form this river’s first headstream, the Lloqueta (yo-KE-ta). This river experiences the tidal bore 
pororoca (po-ro-RO-ka) which is felt inland as far as Óbidos. The longest island on this river is the Tupinambarana (tu-pi-
nam-ba-RA-na), which is built by sediments from the Madeira. Near its mouth it passes the port of Macapá on the banks of 
the state of Amapá. This river’s tributaries include the Tapajos (ta-PA-jos), which joins it at Santarem, and it is known as the 
Solimões (so-LEE-moes) until the Rio Negro flows into it near Manaus. FTP, name this chief river of Brazil, the most 
voluminous in the world. 

Answer: Amazon River or Solimões early 

30. This place may be entered via the Palace of Ojubo and contains the primordial market of Oja-Ohuntoto (O-ja-o-hun-
TO-to) and the second palace of Iledi. A pilgrimage from Gbaemu takes place during a festival beginning with the 
Iwopwo ceremony at this location, and involves the lighting of the sixteen-point lamp Ina Olojumerindinlogun (E-na 
o-lo-ju-me-rin-din-LO-gun). The Iborinde (i-bo-rin-de) is a ceremonial laying of crowns of the kings of the city where 
this site discovered by the elephant hunter Olutimehin (o-lu-ti-ME-hin) is located. Statues of Iya Mapa and Oya were 
among those restored by an artist known as Aduni Olosa, who saved this location of the Ogboni Shrine from poachers. Laro 
Ataoja received a fertility agent at this site from a deity who survived a fight with a wife of Sango, turned herself into a river, 
and founded its namesake town around it. FTP, name this Yoruba holy site dedicated to the orissa of fertility located outside 
the capital of Nigeria’s Osun state. 

Answer: Osun-Oshogbo Sacred Forest (accept clear knowledge equivalents like “Grove,” etc) 

 

 

 



Tiebreakers 

31. A port on the southwest edge of this body of water is known for the tepo mats woven by its Badjao Community, and 
its outlying island of Simanul is home to its nation’s first mosque, the Sheikh Makhdum. On its north end, a river 
enters this body of water via Olangoan Falls. The Tubbataha (tub-ba-TA-ha) Reefs lie in the center of this body of water. 
The longest river emptying into it reaches it in the marshes of the Tanjong Bidadari after flowing near the cockroach infested 
Gomantong Caves. Dumagasa Point in its east was a frequent ambush zone utilized by a large pirate operation. Those pirates 
under Datu Anil were annihilated in a battle fought in a horseshoe-shaped crater, Bud Bagsak, fought on Jolo Island, part of a 
namesake archipelago containing the Tapul, Samales and Pangutaran (pan-gu-TAR-an) Groups. Puerto Princesa is found on 
the northern edge of this sea. FTP, name this sea bounded by the islands of Negros and Mindoro, Sabah on the southwest, and 
Palawan on the Northwest which separates the Philippines and Malaysia. 

Answer: Sulu Sea or Dagat Sulu or Dagat sin Sug or Laut Sulu 

32. One of the formations discovered on this feature is the cobalt, silver and tin-rich Baochu Pagoda, a 50-foot-high 
sulfide chimney of the Daxi (da-his) Vent Field. The Kairei and Edmond hydrothermal fields are associated with this 
feature. Its western contains the New Century Mountains. The Vityaz Fracture Zone accommodates northeastward 
motion caused by this feature which begins near Rodrigues Island, and is offset by the Owen Fracture Zone. It joins the East 
African Rift Zone through the Sheba Ridge, which extends from east of Socotra beneath the Gulf of Aden. FTP, name this 
northern extension of the Central Indian Ridge that separates the Somali Basin from the Arabian Sea named for the 
benefactors of the John Murray expedition. 

Answer: Carlsberg Ridge (prompt on “Central Indian Ridge” until mentioned). 

33. To the north of this large city, the Eardley Escarpment is associated with an active fault, and its otherwise flat 
topography includes the system of gneiss barrens and marshes called the Carp Hills. Its landscapes are found in an art 
museum that hosts Gainsborough’s Ignatius Sancho, as well as Artist and Shaman Between Two Worlds, a painting of 
Anishinaabe (a-ni-shi-NA-be) artist Norval Morrisseau, known as the “Picasso of the North.” A waterway in this city begins 
at the Martello Towers, while a series of locks enables ships to bypass the Cataraqui River. Universities in this city lie in 
Dow’s Lake and Sandy Hill, and its main employer is centered in Tunney’s Pasture. This city taps Chaudière (show-DYER) 
Falls as a source of hydroelectricity, and its neighborhoods of Glebe and ByWard Market are separated by the Rideau Canal 
from its upper town, which contains the green roofed Château Laurier (sha-TO LAU-ri-yay) Hotel. FTP, name this city 
whose government meets in the Center Block beneath the Peace Tower, found on Parliament Hill, the capital of Canada. 

Answer: Ottawa (accept Gatineau if given in first sentence) 

 


